Advanced Energy Works for New Mexico

Richard Law is a senior solutions engineer at Enel X. Rich is a founding member of the Professional Services, Solutions Engineering team. Solutions engineers work within sales to support technical discovery, site auditing, meter design, project scoping and pricing, and financial and savings models. His primary objective is to explain Enel X’s capabilities, scope customer solutions, and prove value for Energy Intelligence Software (EIS) solutions.

Rich began his career constructing energy systems and then moved into energy control and automation. He received his Bachelor of Science in Business and Management at Kaplan University.

Enel X in North America has more than 3,600 customers, spanning almost 11,000 sites, representing more than 3.8 gigawatts of demand response capacity and over 20 behind-the-meter active storage projects. The company also specializes in intelligent software designed to analyze real-time energy data, improve performance, and manage distributed energy assets, including behind-the-meter storage projects.
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“As a natural born problem solver, I enjoy working to understand problems and explore solutions. My career in advanced energy allows me to do this every day.”

– Richard Law, Enel X

Advanced Energy Works
A movement of advanced energy workers and supporters to make advanced energy grow, create millions of jobs, and strengthen our economy in communities across America.
advancedenergyworks.org / Twitter / LinkedIn